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CHESS PROBLEMS.
No. 6.
In the last Problem, as in that
which is ascribed to Marshal Saxe,
the white affected the mate by suc-
cessive sacrifices of his own pieces;
but in the first of the following pro-
blems, besides the condition of not
taking any of his adversary’s pawns,
he is required to give the mate
without suffering any of his own
pieces to be taken. This, as will
be seen from the annexed solution,
is effected in a very ingenious man-
ner. The inventor of the problemis Professor Wildt, of Cassel, in
Germany. The next position is
one of those which have been given
without solutions in the Giuoco
Incomparabile degli Seacchi,’ an
admirable treatise, which has been
erroneously attributed to Ercole
dal Rio. The author of that work
is Domenico Ponziani, of Modena,
and there is reason to believe, that
Dal Rio is the celebrated anony-
mous Modenese. Many of the
positions given in that work, and
in the voluminous treatise of Lolli,
occurred in actual play to Dat
Rio and Ponziani, and exhibit such
masterly specimens of scientihc
calculation, that Dal Rio is, per-
haps, justly entitled to the distwc-
tion of being considercd the finest
player that Europe has produced,
as well as one of the ablest writers
on the principles of the game. The
third position which we shall give
this week is one of the " Partiti di
sottilita" of Damiano, which he
gives as aproblem, to be solved in
six moves, with the annexed con-
dition, that the rook is not to move
more than once. The laborious
Lolli has given this problem in his
Collection, as a position in which
the mate is to be given in six moves,
without adding Damiano’s condi-
tion ; and it is probable, therefore,
that he overlooked the mate in four
moves. Let the student endeavour
to discover what appears to have
escaped one of the most correct
and indefatigable players in Eu-
rope.
As Damiano, a native of Por-
tugal, is the first writer who inves-
tigattd the game of chess, some
account of his work may be ac-
ceptable to many of our readers.
It is entitled, " Libro da impa-
rare giccare a Scacchi ; e de bel-
lissimi Partiti revisti e recorrecti.
Con summa diligentia emendati da
molti famosissimi Giocatori. In
lingua Spagnolaetltaliana. Com-
posto per Damiano Portughese. In
Roma, 1524." There is, besides
this edition printed at Rome, an
edition, of which there is a copy in
the King’s library, and another in
that of the Royal Society. This is
a small duodecimo, of t2S pages,
without name, date or place : in
the title-page is a print, from a
coarse engraving in wood, repre-
senting a priest and a monk play-
ing at chess. One third of the
book is in Italian, containing some
account and the rules of the game ;
the remainder is a collection of
curious ends of games (ill Spanish,
primes) with a chess-board in the
middle of each page ; the explana-
tion at the top is in Italian, and at
the bottom in Spanish.
Damiano is the earliest practical
writer on the game of chess, and
he is, perhaps, as much indebted
to the gratitude of amateurs as to
his own merits for the honours
which succeeding writers have
lavishly heaped upon his name.
His claims to originality are
extremely doubtful. No chess-
player can have attentively perused
his work without being satisfied
that the game must have been
much cultivated and investigated
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in the south of Europe long before
he wrote ; probably from the ear-
liest period of the revival of letters
in Italy. He is said, on what au-
thority we know not, to have dis-
covered the smothered mate given
by the knight ; and he has investi-
gated a game, which is known to
this day by the name of the Gomito
of Damiano. The collection of
positions is the part of Damiano’s
work which chiefly establishes his
reputation. Many of them dis-
cover a profound acquaintance
with the resources of the game,
but they are not all entitled to
equal praise, though, as has been
well observed by Ponziani, Anto-
nio Porto was probably of that
opinion, since he cooly published
them all under his own name at
Bologna, in the year 1606.
We have received numerous
communications from Correspon-
dents, which we will notice next
week.
PROBLEM XVI.
The white is required to give
checkmate with the pawn in 10
moves, without taking any of the
adversary’s pawns, and without
losing any of his own pieces.
Position of the Pieces. -
WHITE.
King at adverse queen’s third
square.
Queen at the king’s rook’s third
square.
King’s rook at the queen’s rook’s
third square.
Queen’s rook at the queen’s bi-
shop’s third square.
King’s knight at the king’s bi-
shop’s second square.
Queen’s knight at the king’s bi-
shop’s fourth square.
Pawn at the queen’s knight’s
second square.
BLACK.
King at the queen’s rook’s se-
cond square.
Pawns at the queen’s rook’s
third square, queen’s rook’s fourth
square, and adverse queen’s rook’s
fourth square, and at the queen’s
bishop’s third square, queen’s bi-
shop’s fourth square, and adverse
queen’s bishop’s fourth square.
XVII.
White to give checkmate in five
moves.
Position of the Pieces.
WHITE.
King at the queen’s rook’s square.
Queen at adverse knight’s third
square.
Rook at adverse queen’sknight’s
second square.
Knight at the king’s bishop’s
third square.
Pawn at the queen’s rook’s se
cond square.
BLACK.
King at his rook’s square.
King’s rook at the queen’s square.
Queen’s rook at its square.
Knight at adverse queen’s bi-
shop’s third square.
Pawns at the king’s rook’s se-
cond, king’s knight’s second, and
queen’s rook’s second squares, and
at the adverse queen’s fourth, and
adverse king’s bishop’s fourth
squares.
XVIII.
White to give checkmate in four
tnoves.
Position of the Pieces.
WHITE.
King at his queen’s rook’s second
square.
Rook at adverse quecn’s rook’s
second square.
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Kinf1;’s knight at adverse king’s
bishop’s square.
Queen’sknight at adverse queen’s
bishop’s square.
BLACK.
King at his queen’s square.
Solution Problent XVI.
The black has but one mode of
playing at each move.
1. Queen to adverse queen’s bi-
shop’s square.
2. Queen to adverse queen’s
rook’s square.
3. King to adverse queen’s bi-
shop’s second square.
4. Queen to adverse king’s rook’s
square.
5. Queen to her king’s rook’s
fourth square.
6. King’s knight to king’s fourth
square.
7.King’s knight to adverse queen’s
third square, checking.
8. King’ rook to queen’s rook’s
second square.
9. Queen’s knight to queen’s third
square, checking.
10. Pawn one square, giving
checkmate.
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
B. Z. U. is much deceived if he ima-
gines that we have forgotten the cruel
treatment of the late Wm. Millard. We
shall very shortly investigate this affair most
fully ; and if we should succeed in getting
into our possession some original letters
and documents, which we understand are
in existence, they shall, at an early period,
be presented to our professional brethren.
We feel confident that the particulars of
this extraordinary transaction will excite
the greatest disgust and indignation.
Other Correspondents in our next.
